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1ON TEE LAPLACE -PO IS
S
O N MIXED EQUATION .
INTRODUCTION.
V.e designate as the Laplace-Poisson iriixed equation, the
equation
(1) f '(x+D-hpfxJf '(x)-V-q(x)f(x+l ) + m(x)f(x) = 0,
which was first studied by Poissonf and which is analogous in form
and in theory to the Laplace partial differential equation
s t ap + bq 4 cz - .
The coefficients p(x ) , q(x ) ,and m(x) are analytic functions
of the real or complex variable x.
Jour.de l'Ecole Polyteehnique : t . 6
,
( 180 6 ) ,pp . 127-1^1. See
also Lacroix,"Traite du Calcul"
,
3rd.Ed.,Vol.3,pp.575-60C
,
for the
v.ork of Poisson and other early investigators in the field. Other
papers on mixed equations are the following:- Vernier : Ann. de Lath.
IS, (1882 ), pp. £58-267 j Gregory Cambridge Math. Jour. 1,( 1829 J, p. 54;
Boole:"A Treatise on the Calculus of Finite Differences'^ 1660 )
;
Walton
:
Quart . Jour. 10, ( 1670 ) , 246-253 ; Combescure :^nn.Ec .Nor. Sup
.
(2)3, (1674), 305-362; Laurent : "Trait e de Analyse", ( 1890 ),Vol. 6
,
pp . 234-236 ; Lemeray -.Edinburgh Math.Soc .Proc .,( 1698 ) , 13-14 ;
Gltramare :^ssoc .Fr.Marseille , 20J 1891 ) , 66-82 ; Cltramare : Bordeaux
Assoc. Fr. Bull. 24, ( 1699 ), 175-166; C It ramare'fCalcul de Generali-
sation'; ( 1899 ) ; Brajtzew :Moscow Coll . j 190 1 ) ( 2 articles);
Pincherle :Hendicont i ral. 18,( 1SC<± ) ; lincherle ;Mem.Soc . Italiana d.
Sc. (3 ) ,15, ( 190 7 ) ; Leissner ;bchweiz . Bauzeitung ,54; -folussuchin
:
Zurich Diss.
;
l 1910 J ; Schmidt :MathMnn. 70 ( 1911 ) ,499-524 ; Bateman:
rroc.5th.Int .Cong.Math.,( 1912 ) ,291-294; fiaag: Bull.de Sc .Math ,'36,
(1912 ), 10 -24; Schurer : Ber. view. V. iss . Leipzig , ( 1912 ), 167-236 ; (1913 )
139-143; (1914), 137-159; Carmichael : Am. Jour . 35,( 1913 ), 151-162 ; J
Cesaro :Nouv.Ann. (3 )4, ( 1913 ) ,36-41; Bennett :^nn. of Lath. (2 )18,
24-30.

2Poisson finds solutions in finite form "by means of transformations
analogous to those used by Laplace in solving the differential
equation written above. These transformations put the mixed equa-
tion into equations of the same form, viz:
f'(x + 1) + P(x)p'(x) + Q(x)F(x + l) +iY(x)F(x) = 0.
/hen certain relations exist between the coefficients of one of
the t ransformed equat ions , Poisson solves that equation by the
standard methods of solving linear difference and differential
equations of the first order, and then obtains the solution of the
original equation by reversing the transformations.
The remark of Poisson, that the theory of this type of equa-
tion is but little advanced, still holds true more than a century
later. In this paper the elementary theory of the equation is ex-
tended along the lines initiated by Poisson. i-or the sake of com-
pleteness and clearness the work of Poisson is largely included,
but from a slightly different point of view, the fundamental inva-
riants of the equation being emphasized. The theory of the inva-
riants under the group of transformations f ( x ) v( x )g( x ) is devel-
oped along the same lines as is the corresponding theory of the
iff
Laplace equation. Largely the same methods are used, the analogy
being very close. The results are summarized below by sections.
I
.
The functions
m(x) p ' ( x ) m(x)
q( x ) , and —— — q(x-l)
p(x) p(x) p(x)
form a fundamental set of invariants under the group of transform-
An exposition of the theory of the partial differential
equation s + ap + bq-t-cz = C may be found in Porsyth's "Theory of
differential Squat ions" , Vol. 6, pp. 44 -96.

etions • f ( x ) = v( x )g( x ) , which transformations do not change the
form of the equation.
II. when one of the fundamental invariants is zero the equation
is of such nature that it may be obtained by differentiating a
difference equation or else by applying the difference operation to
a differential equation. That is it may be solved by integrating
first a linear different ial J^difference^ equation and then a linear
difference ^differential equation. These solutions each involve an
arbitrary constant and an arbitrary periodic function of period one
ill
.
The Laplace-Poissori transformations
Si fg(x) = f Ix-kL) +p(x)f(x) and T ) f
T)
(x) = f '(x ) + q( x-1 )f (x
)
leave the form of the equation unchanged. The invariants of the
equation gotten by applying S or T are simply expressible in terms
of the invariants of the original equation. The tv\o transformations
are.in a sense , inverses of each other;for the application of both
in either order to (1) gives an equation with the same invariants
as (l). Successive applications of S,or of T,give equatiens of the
same type v.hose invariants can be expressed in terms of the inva-
riants of the preceding equations under the successive transform-
ations ,and therefore in terms of the invariants of the original
equat ion.
IV. The solutions of the equations obtained by successive
applications of S 01 T may be obtained in terms of the solution of
the nth transformed equation and the invariants of the intermediate
equations. In part icular, the solution of the original equation may
be thus obtained.

4V. The term rank of the equation is introduced in accordance
with the nomenclature of the corresponding theory of the Laplace
partial differential equation. The mixed equation is said to be of
finite rank when a finite number of applications of S,or of T,
results in an equation with a vanishing invariant. The equation can
then he solved in finite form, and an arbitrary part of the solution
can be so chosen that quadratures of arbitrary functions are not
involved. The equation is said to be of rank n+1 of the first kind
n
when^spplicat ions of S give an equation with a vanishing invariant.
This is a necessary and sufficient condition for a solution of the
form . (yi>
f(x) a E (x)F(x)4-E,(x)F (x)+ -4-E„(x)F (x),
where the E's are determinate functions and F(x) is an arbitrary
periodic function of period one. The mixed equation is said to be
of rank n+1 of the second kind vhen n applications of T give an
equation with a vanishing invariant. In this case, the solution
without quadratures of arbitrary functions is a determinate functio l
of x multiplied by an arbitrary constant.
VI
,
VII
.
The restrictions on the coefficients of the mixed equation
in order that it be of finite rank of the first kind or of the
second kind are found.
VIII
. When the equation is of finite rank with respect to either
S or T,it is said to be of doubly finite rank. The restrictions
on the coefficients of such an equation are found.
Forsyth, I.e., p . 60

5IX * Generalizations of the Laplace-Poisson transformations
•**
-it-
analogous to the t re ns format ions u?ed by Levy ^ in connection with
different ial
the Laplace^ equation are here tried with a result similar to that
A
found by Levy, viz: that they are not, in general, useful in obtaining
an equation of the type (l) with a vanishing invariant.^
* Jour.de l'Eoole Polytech. t .38, ( 1886 J
,
p. 67.
+ See r orsyth, l.c
.
;
p. 94.

6I. THE INVARIANTS OF TEE EQUATION.
The equation
(1) f'ix-fDfplxlf'ix^qlxJfd+ll+mlxJflxJ =
is put by a transformation of the group
f(x) =. v(x)g(x)
into the form
where
and
t
v(x) v'lx+1)
P(x) = p(x)
, Q(x) -
-fq(x),
v(x-KL) v(x+l)
v(x) v '(x)
¥ ( x ) = m ( x )
-j. p ( x )
v(x-KL) v(x+l)
The form of the equation is therefore unaltered "by the substitu-
tion. Ey eliminating v(x) in two ways from the relations between
the coefficients of (1) and (2), we may obtain
plx^xj-Pfx^xJ-f'u]:^ P(x)[m(x)-p(x)q(x)-p'(xj]
,
£nd p(x)jk(x)-P(x)Q(x-lf| = P(x)[m(x)-p(x)q(x-l)]
,
nence
and
,
.
m(x) p'(x)
I(x) zz qlx)
P(x) p( x )
m(x
)
J(x)- q(x-l)
p(x)
are absolute invariants of the equation 11) under the group of
*-
V.e shall develop the theory only for the case when p(x) is
not zero. V.hen p(x) = 0, I(x) and J(x) are illusory and <X(x) and
/3(xJ are each equel to m(x). It may be readily seen by following
through this paper ihat the case p(x)=0 can be carried, but the°
conditions for solutions here developed become simply m(x)»0 when
p(x)sO,and the equation is then not a true mixed equation.

transformations f ( x ) - v ( x )g( x ) . We shall find it convenient to use
also the relative invariants
oC(x) = m(x )-p(x)q(x )-p (x) and /Six) = m(x)-p(x )q(x-l )
.
These functions are each multiplied by v(x)/v(x+l) at each appli-
cation of f (x) = v(x)g(x).
V e will now show that I(x) and J(x) form a fundamental set
of invariants of the equation (l);i.e. that all invariants of (l)
under f (x ) = v(x )g(x ) can be expressed as functions of l(x) and J(x)
involving only algebraic operat ions , the operations of the differ-
ential calculus and the difference calculus, and their inverses.
We will choose vlx) in the transformation f (x)?= v(x)g(x)
so that the equation (l) will be put into the form (£) subject to
the restriction
x(x)Q(x) = M(x).
ihis condition reduces to
(x)
v(x-KU
whence y,e may take
v(x)
p(x)q(x) - m(x) s p(x)
dx
v(x)
V ( x+1
)
J-
p(x)q(x) - m(x)
p(x)
dx
— e
v ( x+1
)
This condition is also sufficient. So, by choosing v(x) properly,
we can transform the equation (l) into the form
g
/ (x+l)+P(x)g / (x)-HQ(x)g(x+l) + i) (x)Q(x)g'.(K> i: C,
The I and J inve riant s of this equation are
Kx)_ - p < x)
—
— j
P(x)
J(x) ^ Ux) - Q(x-1)= AQ(x-l).

6ecordingly
and Q(x)
where 2 denotes some particular finite integral. Hence the trans-
formed equation is
This is of the same form as the original equation (l),and is de-
rived from (l) by a transformation of the group f (x ) s= v(x )g(x )
.
Therefore (3) has the same invariants as (1) under transformations
of the type considered. Since the invariants are functions of the
coefficients alone, it follows that all the invariants of (3) are
expressible in terms of l(x) and J(x) only. V<e shall refer to l(x)
and J(xJ simply as the invariants of the equation.

9II. SOLUTIONS V, HEN ONE IlVABIAIT IS ZERO.
If l(x) = C, then o( (x) = 0,
and m(x) = p'lxl-t-plxlqix).
The equation may then he written in the form
d
dx
whence
f(x+l)+-p(x)f(x) + q(x) f(x+l) + p(x)f(x) - 0,
- /q(x )dx
f(x+l) + p(x)f(x) = ce *°
To solve this, we first solve the homogeneous equation
g(x+l) - [-p(x)jg(x) ~
as follows:
log g(x-B.) - log glx) s log[-p(x)]
;
or _
£log[-p(x)]
g(x ) - <p (x ) e
v.here j£(x) is an arbitrary periodic function of period one, and
2 denotes a finite integral for some range of the variable x.
Let f (x) = ulx)g(x) and substitute in the non-homogeneous
equation. We get, if we take p(x) = 1,
2} log[_-p(x+l )j I^logQ-plxiJ -Jq(x)dx
u ( x+1 ) e - j__-p (x)Ju(xJe - c e *°
-Jq(x)dx - 2 log [-p(x+l )j
hence u(x+l)-u(x) = ce *"
sic
F(x) Is said to be a finite integral of G(x) if
FfrfcL) - E(x) - G(x).
In this paper, the syir:bol 2 without limits of summation denotes a
finite integral. Vhen used with limits
,
e.g.^j>2 , it denotes an
ordinary summation. K=0
J
10
and therefore
r -Jq(x)dx - 2 log l-pfx+lJh
u(x) - JJie *•
L
J + F(x),
where *lx) has the period one and is otherwise arbitrary.
So we have
r
h :. -
21og[-p(x)J
r _
-/q(x)dx - Jlogl-p(x+l)Jl
(4) f(x) = e ^(xi-t-^ce ^ L /.
If J(x) = C, then /?(x)~0,
and m(x) — p(x)q(x-l).
The equation may then be written
f
/
(x-hl)4 q(x)f (x + U4-p(x)[f '(x)4 q(x-l)f (x) ~ 0,
froDi which we obtain*
Alog [f / (x)+ q(x-l)f(x)] = log[-p(x)J ,
whence
/ « 2ilog|-p(x)l
f (x)-f q(x-l)f(x) = 9(x) e L
^(x) being an arbitrary periodic function of period one. Hence we
have
r * /)* r x
-/q(x-l)dx / Slogl -p(x)J+ /q(x-l)dx ^q(x-l)dx
(5) f(x)= e^ /0(x) e x° + Ke *>
where K is an arbitrary constant.
We have thus shown that when I (xU C [_J(xUoJ 8 solution
of the equation (1) can be obtained in finite form by solving, first
a linear differential j^differencej equation of the first order, end
then a linear difference jjiifferent ialj equation of the first
order.
A denotes
-the difference of a funct ion , i . e
.
A vlxi = v(x+ l) - v(xh
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III. THE LAPLACl-POISSOi TEAHSFORMAT 10ITS AID THE
INVARIANTS CF THE RESULTING EQUATIONS.
The Laplace-Poisson transformation
IS) fg(x)= f(x + U-fp(x)f(x)
transforms the equation (1) into an equation of the sarr.e form, viz
(6) fS| (x+l)+ps (x)f
-
(
fx)-|.q
S)
lx)f
S| (x4-l)+ffi Si (x)f S( (x)=: 0,
where
c< ( x+1 i I ( x+1
)
P c ( x ) — p ( x ) — ~ P ( x+1 )Sl o((x) I(x)
q c ( x
)
= q ( x+1 ) ,
Kx+l)
and m r ( x ) — p ( x+1 )q ( x ) W p ( x+1 ) I ( x+1 i
.
S
« I(x)
The invariants of (6) under the^group (x) — v(x)g(x) are
m„ (x)
j ( x ) = — . - q (x-1)
^ P,.(x) S '
Sj
Si
~ q(x) 4- I(x) - q(x)
~ I(x).
m Q (x ) p (x
)
and In(x) - —^ - q c (x) ^
1
p
s ,
(x) is,{*>
p
' ( x+1 ) d
- q(x) + I(x) - q(x+l)
-A log Kx).
p(x4"0 dx
If we add and subtract m(x-|-l )/p (x-f-l ) ,we get
I
Sl (x) - Kx+l) fi(x) - J(x+li - A — log I(x).
dx
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Under the Laplace-Po ie.son transformat ion
(T) f T| (x) = f'ix) + q(x-l)f(x)
the equation (1) becomes
(7) f'
T%
(x+l)+p (x)f^ (x)+q T) (x)f T| (x+l)+mTi (x)fTf (x) = 0,
in which the coefficients may be reduced to the follov. ing forms:
pT (x ) as p ( x )
,
qT (x ) - qlx-1
)
1
1
J (x) p (x)
J(x) p(x)
j'(x)
and m T (x)— p(x)J(x)4-p(x)q(x-l) - p(xJ .
J(x)
The invariants of (7) under the group f T( (x) -= v(x)g(x) are
aT (x) p_ (x)
l Ti (x) r — q T (x) -
P-r (x) ' p_ (x)
j'(x) p'(x) J(x) p'(x)
- J(x) + q(x-l) — - q(x-l)+- +
J(x) p(x) J(x) p(x)
- J(x).
and m_ (x)
JT| (x J - _JJ - a (x-1)
PT (x)
j'(x) j'(x-l) p'lx-l)
- J(x) + q(x-l) - + + . q( x-2 ).
J(x) J(x-l) p(x-l)
If we add and subtract m(x-l )/p(x-l ) ,we get
d
J
T( (xJ - J(x)-W(x-1) - i(x-l) - A— log J(x#l).
dx
Hence we see that the transformations S and T each transform the
equation (1) into an equation of the same form, the invariants of
which may be simply expressed in terms of the invariants of (1).

IS
The tv\o transformations S and T are, in a sense , inverses of
each other; for TS gives
fTs lx)=r fS| (x)4-q(x)f5| (x)
= f '(x+1 ) + p(x)f '(x) a p' (x)f(x)4q(x)f lx+1
)
-f p(x)q(x)f(x)
- jV(x) + p(x)q(x) - m(x)]f(x)
-pix)l(x)flx) TS -0(lx)f(x),
and ST gives
fST(x)- fT,(x+l J + p(x)fTl (x)
- f '(x+l)-f q(x)f(x+l;-V-p(x)f '(x) + p(x)q(x-l)f (x)
- [p(x)q(x-l) - m(x j[ f(x)
-p(x)J(x)f(x) = -/9(x)f(x).
hence the equations resulting from applications of TS and ST have
the sane invariants as has the original equation. Furthermore we
may transform the equation (1) into itself as follows. Apply TS^ST],
The resulting equation is that obtained by replacing f(x.) in (1)
by cX (x)f(x) ^/3(x)f(x)J. Then the transformation f (x ) s g( x ) / ( x
)
^f(x)^ g(x)//3(x)j brings us back to the equation (l).
Let l£
n
(x) and J<;
n
(x) be the invariants of the equation
obtained by n successive applications of 6. Then we have
Jc ( x ) - In ( x )
,
d
and ap (x)= I c ,( x+1 J+ io (x) - J<- (x) - A -log i c (x).
dx
So we can v. rite
.
d
I (xi - x Q (x4-l) - l c (x-f-l) - - A— log I n (x)an bn-i ^n-i in-2. dx °^ - >
I<j(x) - I.(x+1)-I
e (x) + A f (x-hl) ~o«-^. oh-j &
---
^ A— 1©« ^ c (xJ
" dx ^-2.
i
s
(x; - i(x+i) + j(x-m)z-/\_ logKxJ.
dx
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Adding these, ue get
d
Ie (x) - Ir (X+I)^ i(x) - J(x+1) -A lOg i(x)l c (x) 1 C (X)1 .
dx 1 ^
V.rite this for n,n-l,n-2, successively , and add 1 to the
argument at each step. We have then
d
dx
I
sJx) - x Sni(x+ 1 i — Itx) - J(x-hL) -/^— log^i(x)l 5( (x) 1 5 n ( x
)
d r
I c (x+1) - I c (x+£J- i(x+U - J(x+E) -A— log Kx+ll—
I
c (x 1)
d
l
c (x + n-li - I ( x-m J zz I (x+n-1) - J(x+n) -A— log I(x*n-1).bl dx
Adding, we get
on
I c (x) - I(x+n)- 2 Kx+k) - ^J(x+k)
K=0 K=l
d
-A— log
dx
3TKx+k) 7/ Mx+k) I c (xi
or I
sJx)^ Kx) + i|(x+k) - J(x+k)J ( 8 )
-A — lo
dx
d [ »-y *»- z >7- 3 —
1
77i(x+k) TJilx+k) T7itx+k) i c ( X )
Also
Je (X) = I c (XJ
I(X)+ ^|{x4k) - J(x+kjJ (9)
log I JTKx-fk) 7Tilxfk) 11 (x)i
dx L k>o S, J'
If I Tn ^ x ^ and JTn ' x ^ are the invariants of the equation
obtained by applying T n times, we have
and JTn <*' = JTn_ ( (x)4-
J
Tn _ (
(x-1) - I (x-1) - A— logJT (x-1).dx n_l
*
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So we may write
JT (x)-JT (x-l)-J_ (x)+J_ (x-1) -» _ f\f log J_(x-1
JT (x)-JT (x-l)-J_(x)+J_ (x-1) — - A^log J(x-l)
J T| (x)-J(x -l)-J(x) 4- J(x-l) rr-A^log J(x-l).
Adding these, we get
d
J_ (x)-J^ (x-1 J - J(x)-I(x-1)-A— log U(x-l)J (x-1) J- (x-1) .
V.rite this for n,n-l,n-2, successively , subtract ing 1
from the argument at each step. Vve have then
J- (x)-JT (x-1 ) ;= J(x)-Kx-l)- A^-log|j(x-lJJ (x-1) -J_
JT (x-l )-JTjx-2) ^ J(x-1 )-I(x-2)-A^log[j(x-2 )J^lx-2 ) JT
^
(x-0.fj
J
T>
(x-n+l J-J(x-n) =. J(x-n+l)-I(x-n)- A jLlog J(x-n)
adding these, we get
J (x) - J(x-n) = ^J(x-k) -"2
J
J- (x "kJ
and therefore
(10) J_ (x)zr J(x)-+-2[J(x -k) ~ Kx-k)J
-A^r log Tp(x-lr) / / J ( x-k ) JT (x-l{,
• ISO
(11) I_ (x) s JT (Xi
= J(x) + ^jj(x-k) - I(x-k)J
Kit
77J(x-k)f/~J (x-k J Jr (x-lj.
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So we have the result that after n successive transforma-
tions of the equation (l) "by sj^lj.vve arrive at an equation whose
invariants can be expressed explicitly in terms of the invariants
of (1) and the invariants of the intermediate equations obtained
by 1,2,5, ,n-l applications of s[l],and hence in terns of
the invariants of the original equation.
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IV. SOLUTIONS OF SUCCESSIVELY TRANSFORMED EQUATIONS.
After n + 1 applications of S the new dependent variable is
fc (x). Operate with T and call the resulting dependent variable
fc (x). We have then
f c ix) - L(3:+l)+pf (x)L(x)
fc (x) = f' (x) + q c (x-l)f, (x)
-
-p
c
(x)I
c
(x)f
c
(x).
Sn on on
Multiplying by exp f Pq(x+n )dxland ren.err.be ring that q (x-1 ) = q(x+-n )
we have
7q( x+n )dx
-
-p
c
(x)l
c
(x)fc (x) e
'
d Jq(x+n)dx
fo (x) e *'
dx
and therefore
5v, £J <
/q(x+nJdx -1 d r /q(x+n)dx
fV(x) e = — f c (x) e **0n
p., (x)l r (x) dx^ tt+t
Since
on n
q(x+n)dx ^/[q(x+n )-q(x+n-l )+ q(x+n-l )] dx
^/q(x+n-l)dx c^Z/H q(x-Hi-l )dx
e *> e^
Xo
'*0
e e
we may write
q(x+n-l)dx dB h
f c (x)e x° - A y.S
* dx
where /
*
A q(x+n-l )dx
e
*°
and B ^ = f, (x) e
-p (x)l
s
jx)
^ °«
q ( x+n ) dxV
i
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Then v.e have
iq (x+n-2)dx
?
(x+n-5)dx
- V2if^^^ B 4jf, (x) e
OK- 2
(12) f(x) e **^ * - A
e^f i L- ^H & B«)J[
where the successive A's are gotten by replacing n in A n by n-1,
n-£,n-3, 2,1,0, if we agree that p (x) = p(x),and l c (x) r i(xi
In a similar way we can get an expression for f(x) in
terms of fT (x),the dependent variable after n applications of T.
The (n-+l)th application of T gives
f_ (x) = f '(x) + qT(x-l)fT (x).
Then .operating with S,we get, since p (x) — p(x),
f (x) = f_ (x-t-l)-t- p(x)f_ (x)
= -p(x)J_(x)fL(x).
We want to find a quantity such that
We maj then tafce
"X (x) - ^(x-kL),
and p(x) X(x) = - fix).
These t wo condit ions give
-2,logUp(x)l
j^(x) =- e ^- .
Then v.e have
— 2. logf-p ( x+l )% (x) = ^ (x+l) ^ e
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So we write
n -xiogi-pu+ifl
f_ (x+-l)4-p(x)fT (x) e
J
whence
-Zlog|-p(x+l)
- -p(x)J_ (xJ e L f T (x);
j -Zlogi-p(x) / --£logf-p(x+l)
A )f_ (x) e L -p(x)J_(x)f(x) e
1 J % Tn
and therefore
-^log[-p(x+l)3
fT (x) e = C n AD„
wnere
-1
p(x)JTn (x)
-2,logf-p(x)l
and D w — f -p { x ) e
Then we have
-!LlogCp(x)J
-Z log[~P<xj]
f
T(| (x) e l
->-..
eH A[GN /i(;viiBn)
(13) fix) e
-"ZlogCp(x)]
A{g, A[v A(e, A d m
)]J
where the C's are gotten by replacing n in C n by n-i,n-2, etc..
if vve agree that Jto 1*' = ^ <J,) -
ITow we have expressed the solution f(x) of the equation
(1) in terns of f<^(x) j^f T^(x)J,the solution of the nth transformed
equation under S j . Ae have seen that we can find f Sv> (x) ^fT^(x)J
if I Sv,(x) = [l T^(x) = oj or if J Sv| (x) - C (j Th (x) , — cj ,and these
solutions will be in finite form.
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V. TEE RAM OF THE EQUATION,
Suppose Ig (x)rO. The equation may then be written in the
fo mi
— |f<.(xtl) + P c (x)f^(x) -*-q c (x) L(x4-l) + pJx)f.(x) I 5: 0,
which, as may be seen from 8 II, has a solution of the form
Slogf-p- (x)J( -/q* (x)dx- 2log[-pc (x-KL)])
f
5
U)- e L Sh Jb(x)+£ce^ s « J /
where F(x) has the period one and is otherwise arbitrary, and where
c is an arbitrary constant.
/q(x+n-l )dx
As before , denote e ' f
sJ
x
^ ^y B n-i • Tben this
expression is seen to be of the form
B n_, - ij(x)[f(x) + c 2g(x)J .
taking use of a previously derived formula, vizj
A(x-l)dx d ( d r d / d \~|)
(12) e x ' f(x)= A - A, - (A h_, —- B H .,) }
dxL dx L dx v dx /JJ
;
we get an expression for f(x) of the form
f(x) =: E
6(x){f(x)+c2 I (x)}-»-E,(x){f'(x) + c[zS(x)] J
+ i^x^ix)-* [cz jf(x)] J4-
-I-
... 1_ E,(x)|F (x)-f (c Z T <3C)J j
where the E's are det emanate functions of x.
Taking the particular integral for which c^.0,we have a
simpler integral which does not involve ZL \f (x),viz:
(14) f(x)= E (x)F(x)-V E> (x)F (x) + ---Hiijx)r (x).

£1
We will call this an integral of rank nfl of the first kind . We
will call the original equation of rank n-t- 1 of the first kind
when Ic (x)=0 and l r (x):tG, where k takes the values 0,1,2,3,
,n-l«
Conversely , if the original equation
(1) f '(x+1)*- p(x)f '(x) + q(x)f(xtl)+m(x)f(x) =
has a solution of the form (14), where the E's are det erminat
e
functions of x,and F(x) is an arbitrary periodic function of period
onejthen after at most n applications of the transformation S,we
will have an equation of which the I invariant is zero, i.e.
I
s
(x ) = G , (/* 4 n ) .
To show this , subst itut e in (l) the expression for f(x) in (14),
remembering that
Ffx-e^ ) - F(x),
We then have
E (x-KL)F(x)-t-E (x-KL)y (x)t- -4- K^(x+l)r (x) + E„(x4-l)F (x)
-*p(x) [E«(x)i, (x)+-E (x)F
,
(x) + E'h(x)F
<V,>
(x) +E h (x)F
(" +,J(xfj
-V-q(x) ^E (x-KL )F(x)-+E l (xvl)F*(x)-V- t E *<x-t-l )]
-V-m(x) [B (x)J(x) + E,(x)f'(x)+ --4-E K(*N#t.x) \ r= 0,
which may be written in the form
K (x)F (x) + K (x)F (x) + K (x)F (x)+ = 0,
where
K
n+l(x) = E^fx+l) + p(x)E n(x),
Note that if JVfx) - then I c (x) = 0,as may be seen by
referring to §111.
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K.
n
(x) - £jx+l)^p(x)E
H
_(x) + ^(x+l)+p(x)E M'(x)
4. q(x )E Jx+1 ) -»- m(x )E n(x )
,
4- q(x )E n _ ( (x-KL )+ m(x )E r .,(xi-l )
,
and so forth. All of these K's must be zero since f(x) satisfies
the equation (1) for all values of E(x). Hence
E
n
(x-KL) - -p(x)E n(x),
and E
ft f
(x-^li-(- pIxlE^ (x)- _- lp(x )E n(x )] - p(x)E^(x)
1 dx L
+ p(x)q(x)E fl (x) - m(x)E„(x)
- p' (x)E n (x) + p(x)q(x)E n(x)-m(x)E n (x)
--p(x)I(x)E h (x).
Applying the transformation S to f(x),v\e have
f
Sj
(x) - f(x-f-l)+p(x)f(x)
- E 9 (x-KL)F(x)4E,(x-hl)F'(x) 4- ----- 4- Ejx+DF^x)
4-p(x)|_E (x)E(x)+E,(x)e'(x) + + E^x)^U)]
- [e^x+D -»-p(x)E^(x)jF hU)
4- |E H _ ((x4-l)^p(x)E M _
t
(x)jF
M
"'ix) 4-
-0 - pixUUJF^'lx) 4- ---- .
»'.e see that the order of the transformed expression in F(x) is less
than before. Hepeat the process , reducing the order each time, until
v.e get one of the invariants 1^ (x) zero, or else we get a new,
dependent variable
f Q (x) = R(x)7(*J
O/M.
which satisfies the equation
f
c
(x+l)+ pc (x)f (x)-h q„ (x)f. (xt-l)+ m<,(x)f, (x) = 0,

£2
or r'(x*1)F<x)i- EIx+Df'Ix) h- p (x jTr' (x )F(x )+ R(x )]?' (x )
'
4- q (x)EiX+l)F(x)f m c ( x )R( x )W( x ) = 0.
This equation is an identity in F(x),so the coefficients of *(x)
and of f'(x) must be zero. Setting the coefficient of Fix) equal to
zero, we get
R(x-kL)
p (x) =r - • .
oyu- R(x)
Putting this into the coefficient of F(x) set equal to zero,we
have .
/ R(x-hL)R (x)
R (x+1) 4. q (x)R(x-t-l) +- m r (x)R(x) - C.
R(x) J/M. V
Forcing the invariant I c (x),we have
p(x)Ir (x) - m (x) - p c (x)q_(x) - pr (x)
E(xtl)E '(x) R (x+lj R(x-hL) R(x-f-l)
^ — q c ( x J f q(x)
R (x ) R(x) °/U R(x) R(x)
R(xJR (x+1) - R(x+-l)R(x)
+-
R*Tx)
which is identically zero. Hence we see that I r (x) = C is a neces-
sary as 'well as a sufficient condition for a solution of the form
/ C*)
(14) f(x) c E (x)I(x) + E
f
{x)F (xH +E hU)I (x).
Suppose that J (xi = and J_(x ) =kr , where k takes the
»* U
values 0,1, £.5, Tn-1. The equation in f_(x) can then be written
"
I
-
fjx) t qT.(x-l /fix) = 0,f'(x-rl)+q (x)£l'x+l) -T-p(xl
which, as was shown in^xl,has a solution of the form
W
Note that if I-r-(x) s 0,then J_ (x) r 0,as may be seen by
referring to §111.
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-/q (x-l)dx A 21og[-p(x)Wq r(x-l)dx -_/q (x-l)da
(x) = e - rn /<9(x) e *°
Tn
+• Ke *"
where <9lx) is an arbitrary function of period one, and K is an
arbitrary constant, toe will write for the sake of brief notation
-Zlogj-p(x)] }(x)
e
C
f r (x) = e V(x).
V>e have already developed the formula
113) e"
L1° S^P<X
^f (x) = o a{c,a[ A ( C h /lS M)"]j.
In our present Case
A(x) -l
D n = e V(x) } and C ^ -
plxiJ-p (x)
Then f(x) takes the form
(15) f(x) ^ W (3t)7(x) + W
l
(x)V(X4-l) •+ +- Y.^xMx+n),
where the W f s are determinate functions. Choosing 9 (x) = C,we
have the simpler integral
f(x) = k[w o(x)-+-W ( (x) -f- + WM (x)J .
or fix) = E W(x), 1 16 )
where 7.(x) is a determinate function and K is an arbitrary constant
The solution (15) we will call of rank n-f-1 of the second
kind , and the equation for which -J Tn (x) = C and JT (x) ^ C , where k
takes the values 0,1,2,2, ,n-l,we will also call of rank
n+1 of the second kind. In this paper, we will be concerned with
the rank of the equation rather than with the rank of the solution.
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VI. EQUATIONS OF FIFITE RaItK CF THE FIRST KIND.
Suppose the equation (1) is of rank n+1 of the first kind.
V.e then have
o(
c (
x ) = mc-(x) -p c ( x )q ( x/) — p/ ( x ) - .
-m on Sn 5v\ Sri
If p_(x)and qlx) are chosen arbitrarily ,m c (x J is defined by this
equation. Using the expression for m c (x) thus defined, the invariant
mA x
)
j ( x ) rr - q(x-(^ 1 .
b
* P«(x) 5 K
becomes
d
J c fx) - &q 4 K>4- log p (x).
y\ on £X on
fte have proved that
d
I o (x) - L (x+U-t-Ir (x) . J, (x)
-A— log L (x),
and Jq (x ) = Ip (x )
,
fron which we get
d
J q (x) = J ( x+1 )-+- J Q (x) - I (x) - A — log J fx).
Therefore , since I c (x) = 0,6v» d
J
c
(x) = J
c
( xfl ) + J c ( x ) - A — log J c (x).
So we can now calculate the coefficients in backward succession.
Since q (x ) - q (x-1 )
,
Syyi+\ $
we have
q(x) - q (x-n).
Also we have
I, (x)
p r (x+1) „ p (x)
s *-' Sn j l c Ix-KL)
H I H
26
or
also
J. (x)
p (x-kL) =: v (x) *
v
v\; t
Jn (X+l)
p, (x+2) - p c (x+1)
Jc lx+2)
J , (x)J Q (x+1)
- p r (x)
5 fx Jc (X4-1)J C (x+£)
J
c
(x)J,(x+l) ---J, (x+n-l)
p(x+n > 5= pc (x)-i* - .br
> J c (x-vl)Jc- (x+2) Jc,(x+n)
deducing the argument by n- ,we have
J (,.n-).J
5
jx-n^ Vxyj)
plx) — p (x-n-;l ) K • — .
b * J s fl>x-n)J c Ix-n+X)--- J c (x )
^lso v. e have
m(xJ = p(x)q(x)+ p ' (x) -vp(x)I(x)
r p(x)q(x)-»-p (x)-f p(x)J c (x),O I
or we may use the form
m(x) =: p(x)qjx-l ) + p(x)J(x).
Thus we have developed the restrictions upon the coeffic-
ients of (1) which must exist if (l) is of finite rank of the first
kind. That these conditions are also sufficient ,may be seen by
reversing the steps of the discussion.
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VII. EQUATIONS OF FINITE BAHK OF THE SECOND KIND.
Suppose the equation (l) is of rank n + 1 of the second kind.
Then we have
/3 (x) - m_(x) - p (x)q_(x-l) - 0.
Hence, if p (xJ and q_(x) are arbitrarily given,
m
T (x) is determined
We have already found
d
J (x) - J_ ( x )
-f- J (x-1) - I _ (x-1 ) - ly — log JT (x-l),T v\ T""t T*-t ' dX *-»
ana J-r (x ) r I_ (x )
.
1 Vi-t ' ^
From these we get , rembering that J (x) - 0,
T (x-1) = I T (x) I_ (x-1) - A — lOg It- (X-1),h Ttn
^
~
n
and
m_ ( x ) p ' ( x
)
l_ (x) rz J ( x ) - -h> q(x) -
T
"-< p x (x) p fx)
p' (x)
-
-/J^qjx-l ) - ^
P.Jx>
Now we can calculate the coefficients in backward succes-
sion. Y<e have seen that
p ( x ) — p_. ( x )
.
V. e also have
q ix) = q ( x-1 ) logfj (x)p(x)~| .
.hence
d
r I
q T (x-1) - q (xM log J- (x)p(x)
Hence it follows that
q (x-E) = qjxi^ log JT (x)J_ ( x-1 )p ( x )p ( x-1
dx
- v»
28
q (x-Z ) -
a
dx
Increasing the argument by n,we have
Fq(x-n) - q_ ( x ) -| log (xJ J(x-n)p(x) j?(x-n)
q( x ) - q (x+nJ-4 log
A ax
d
J (x-t-nJ J(x)p(x+n) p(xi
L fc-i
or q( x J — q (x+n)-4 log \ I T ( x-4-n ) I T (x)p(x4-n) p(x)l
To determine m(x),we have
m(x) - plx )q(x-l ) + p(x ) J(x )
,
or m(x) = p(x)q(x-l )4- p(x.)i--(x).
Thus we have found the restrictions on the coefficients of
(l) which must hold if (l) is of finite rank of the $ec«H*ikind. By
reversing the steps of the discussion we may see that these con-
ditions are also sufficient. So we now have the necessary and
sufficient conditions that (1) shall "be of finite rank of either
the first or the second kind.
NO .
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VIII. EQUaTICFS OF DOUBLY FINITE RiiFK.
The equation (l) is said to be of doubly finite rank when
it is of finite rank with respect to both S and T. Suppose it is of
rank k-v-1 with respect to T.and of finite rank with respect to S.
Transforming it k tic.es by T,we have, since JjK(x) — 0,
(16) f'(x+l) + p(x)f '(x) + q T.(x)f-r (x+l)-t-p(x)q_Jx-l )f(x) - 0.
This equation is also of finite rank with respect to S. Suppose
that rank is r + 1. We wish to see what restrictions are then im-
posed upon the coefficients p(x) and q T^(x).
First, apply the transformation
f(x) - vi'x)h(x)
,
which does not change the rank. Vve will choose v(x) so that the
coefficient of h(x+l) in the new equation shall be zero. This
requires that
v'(x+l)
= - q_(x)
v(x+l) tk J
-/q_.(x-l)dx
Whence v(x) = e *° k
The equation then becomes
/ v(x) /
h ( x+1 )
-+ p ( x ) h ( x ) ^ C ,
v ( x-KL J
which may be written in the form
(17) h'(x-KU-*-p(x)e * qrK
X " 1,dX
hV) n C.
This equat ion, being of rank r-4-1 with respect to S.has a solution

3C
of the form
h(x) = E 6 (x)I(x) + E ( (x)f'(x) 4- -hE r (x)F
r)
(x),
where F(x) is an arbitrary function of period one. Then h'(x) has
the fora.
h'(x) - Z (x)F(x)-*-Z
l (x)*
,
'(x) 4- +Iw(xjMi),
v.here 2, Q ( x ) - £^(x), Z,(x)= E ( x ) -t- E, ( x ) , ^
Substitute this value of h'lx) in (17). Since it must satisfy (17)
ident ically ,we have the relations
(16) Z;(x+1* - R(x)3»(x) - 0,
v.here B(x) is the negative of the coefficient of h / (x) in (17)«
Let ii(x) be any particular solution of (18 j. The other
solutions may then be expressed in the form
Z«(x) = w^(x)Z(x),
where the functions w^(x) have the period one. In particular
Z (x) = v. (x)Z(x) - E^x),
Z,(x) s w
(
(x)L(x) = E (x) 4E, (x),
Z
r
(x) - wr (x)Z(x) = E r_,(x) +
E
r
(x),
Z (x) - v. (x)2i(x)-^ v.(x).
From these v,e get
EJx) = w (x)Z (x)
,
E (xU w,
r
(x)S(x) - r%
r+1
(x)Z(xf|
,
d d
E (x) a w (x)Z(x) - — I wv (x)Z(x)l + I » (x)Z(x)
v-2 r"< dxL Y J dx 2 L r+ '
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(x ) - w (x )Z(x )-
r-3 r-z
d
r
— w (x)z
dxL
(x)
4?
r
r
(x)Z(x)
J dx ^
E. (x) - w,(x)2(x) - — [w (x)Z(x)
+ (-1
Y d
V
ax'
|w (x)Z(x)
Since w- ( x )Z ( x ) — E (x),we have
o
v.
u
r - 1
x)Z(x) - — w,(x)Z(x) t-(-l)
dx L dx
w
r<+(
(x)Z(x)
which may he written in the form
(19) Z (x)4- ^(x)Z (x) + H ^(x)Z(x) = 0.
The steps in the foregoing discussion are reversible. Hence
it follows that the necessary and sufficient condition that the
equation (l) shall "be of doubly finite rank is that
x-H
_
J q_(x-l)dx Z(x-KL)
p(x) e a tk _ ___ ,
Z(x)
where Z(x) is a solution of equation (19), in which the coefficients
Vj,(x) involve arbitrary periodic functions as shown above.
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IX. ThE ANALOGUES OF LEVY'S IKANSK)EMAT 10US •
In this section Vve consider generalizations of the Laplace-
ioisson t rans format ions , and investigate their usefulness in obtain-
ing equations with vanishing invariants. These transformations are
analogous to those applied by Levy to the analogous partial differ-
ential equation. They are
G(x) = f(x-KL) + jp(x) + 7(x)jf(x),
and H(x) f / ( x ) -V- [q( x-1 ) 4- £ ( x
)J
f ( x )
.
The first of these transforms the equation (1) into
G
/
(x+l) + pG (x)G
/ (x) + q & (x)G(x+l) + m G(x)G(x) = L(x)f(x),
^(x-f-l)
where P^(x) - pix) ,G V(x)
qG(x )
- q(x-hL )
,
°y ( X+l ) /
m (x) = p(x)q(x) •
-htf(x*l) - ^(x+1) - 'Xx-hL) Aq(x),G *
^(x)
and L(x)= [p(x] + V(x)j[o((x+l) - > I x+1 ) - y ( x+l ) A q(x
)]
+• + Hx)q(x)j p(x) - mixl^xj
where o^(x) is, as before, rr(x) - p(x)q(x) - p^x).
Let 1Mx) be so chosen that L(x) ~ 0. Call the invariants of
tie resulting equation J6 ( x )end Js (x),and the corresponding rel-
ative invariants o^(x) and^^(x).
Suppose that JG (x) = 0. This condition and the condition
L(x) =: C together give
*<four.'de l'£cole Polyt echnique
, t. 26 (1686 ),p.67.

p(x)£-o<(x) + 9'(x)+Wx)q(x)] - m(x) Q'(x) = C,
or , since
<*(x) - >'(x) - ^lx)Aq(x-l) 0,
7(x)q(x-l)p(x) - m(x)^(x) = 0.
The case v. hen 7(x) = is that of the transformation S. If )(x)^C,
we have q(x-l)p(x) - m(x) = 0,
or J(x) = 0.
Eence the transformed equation cannot have a vanishing J-
invariant unless we have J(x) =• from the original equation, and
therefore this transformation is of no value in securing an equa-
tion with a vanishing J -invariant.
If l£>(x) - 0,we have
<*6(x)~ oC(x+l) -/(xfD-hqtxJttx+D-qfx+D^x+l)
^(x+l) ^(x-kL)
+ £(x)q(x) -7: -I- p(x)q(x+l)
?(x)
/ i
.
„
<>(x+D O'(x)
- p (X) ^(X4-l)^(x)-p(x) -hp(x)^(x4-l)-T"
= 0.
Set c^ix) equal to L(x), which we require to be also zero, and clear
of fractions. The condition reduces to
7(x)9 r (x+l)o<(x) + p(x) Xx-f-Do^x) - p(x) ^(x)^(x-t-l) = 0,
which we writ© in the form
p(x)oUx-hL) *>(x)
(20) tyix+l) =
o((x) 9(x)4- p(x)<X(x
assuming oC(x) j= 0. Subst itprt ing (20) into the equation L(x) - 0,
we get an equation which has as solutions: x ) = C ,which is the
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case of the transformation S.and
0(x)
where
= o<(x)ot(x+l )p(x)m(x) - o( (x ) c?<(x-kL )p^(x )q(x )
-2oC(x-fl)o((x)F(x)+c/(x)o<
/
(x+l)p^(x)
- o((x+l)c/(x)p^x)4^(x) c*(x+l)p^x)Aq(x),
and © (x)zr ctfx+1 ) o('(x ) - tf(x )o< (x+1 )p '(x ) - o{(x)o((x-t-l)p(x)
x )o(( x-f-1 ; p ( x ) Aq ( x )+ o( ( x+1 )o< ( x )p ( x )
.
This condition must "be satisfied simultaneously with (20). Putting
this value of OMx) into the right hand member of (20), we have,
0(lx*l)p(x) ^i(x)
7 sr
0<(x) J%{x)4- 4 IxJp(x)^fl-lx)
Hence we must have
(**-l> oC(x-fl)Ptx)
©(xfl) "~ o((x) cf Jp(x)«4-o((x)p(x) &(x)
That this equality is not satisfied in general, is shown by the fact
that it is not satisfied in case of the equation
f '(x+1) 4- f '(x)+-xf(x+-l) + 2xf(x) » 0.
Here p(x) - 1, q(x) - x, m(x) -=s 2x, and cX ( x ) =? 2x-x-C — x. So
the condition becomes
3 2. 2. 3 VX+-SX + 4x4-2 1 - x - x - x
x 2x - 2x*- x* '
which is not an identity.
Y*e have now established that the transformation
G(x) - f(x+l)+ [p(x) + ,>(x)] f(x),
<
55
where /(x)^. 0,1f generally not of value in obtaining an equation
with a vanishing invariant.
Making the t rans format ion
H(xJ = f (x) 4-[q(x-l) + S(x) f(x),
the equation (1) becorj.es
E '(X+-D+
p
H
(x)h / (x)-f-q
H
(x)E(x-el) + m H (x)h(x) - Y(x)f(x) y
where
P M(x) = p(x),
S'(x+a)
q (x) = q(x ) - — ,
. ( g'fx+l) )
m
H
(x) = p(x)-y3(x)-ep(x) A<3(xUp(x)|q(x) - — — j. ,
/3 £'(x«-l)
and Y(x) - - ^(x)q(xH^|(x)~ +/3(x)q(x-l)
-
/3(x ) <T(x-kL )
' ™ 3(x+l) 1 .
/
N § (x+1)
-/3(x}t-/3(x) £(x) + £(x)p(x)q(x) - <T(x)p(x)
-p(x ) ftx)q(xfl)fp(x)5(x)?(xtl)
,
^/
•+ p (x)£(x) + p(x)S'(x) - p(x)S^ix).
If Y(x) = 0,we have an equation of the same form as (1).
Let l^(x) and J H (x) denote the invariants of this equation, and
c<rt(x) and^ H (x) the corresponding relative invariants.
Suppose I u (x) = Ojthen U (x ) ^ . Equating of^ix) to Y(x),
which we assume to he also zero, we have a condition on (5\x) which
reduces to
ft (x) 4- p(x) A$(x) - 0,
or S (x+1) - §(x) - J(x).

b6
Substituting this into the condition Y(x)zz Q,we have
[j(x) - Fix)] -p(x)/\qix-l)y9lx)
-p'(x)J = 0,
which may be reduced to
S(x+l)o( U)~ £(x-KL)p(x)I(x) r 0.
Since p(x)^p O.v.e must have either $( x-tl ) - , in which case
the transformation is simply T,or we must have I(x) = C,in which case
the transformation is not needed. So this transformation is of no
value in securing an equation with a vanishing I-invariant*
Suppose J
h|
(x) is when Y(x)»s 0. Equate these two expression?
and clear of fractions. The condition reduces to
ftU) S(x+1) = /3(x)^(x-hl)^(x)q(x)8(x+l)-/3(x)q(x-l)^x-Hl)-^(x)?fx+-l)
(21) (x-KL) = V- -H^q(x-l) -(-d(x-f-l)V (x-hl) ,
j/3(x) J
Substituting (21) into the equation Y(x)~ G,and reducing, we get
x
/ ^'(x-l) \ ,
y3(x)^pixWq(x-2) - __ Lp'(x) -
Hence we must have either ^(x) r 0, which is the case of the trans-
formation T, or else the quantity in the brackets equal to zero.
That this quantity is not in general zero, may be seen by considering
the special case where p(x) r l.qlx) ^ x.and mix) -= 2x. The quantity
in the brackets then becomes
2
x - —— >
(x-l)(x-2)
which is not identically zero.
4
io we have the result that the two transformations inves-
tigated in this section are not generally useful in obtaining an
equation with a vanishing invariant.
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